8.

8.1

Using MyRubic 2.0 to create individual student
feedback
Setting up the rubrics

How to set up and use MyRubric 2.0 (PC and MAC friendly)
DASHBOARD SHEET
Setting up the basics:
1) Open the MyRubric file located in the S:Drive/Assessment and Reporting folder. Once the file has been
opened you need to fill in the task and teacher name on the “Dashboard” tab.

2) Select the number of columns your rubric will need by typing in the No. Criteria cell (maximum number of
9). Also choose whether you want a Standard or Extended MyRubruc view. (Extended added more options
on the main dashboard page).

Student Names:
1) Inputting student names: Open up the Syergetic program. Go to Assess: Student Result Maintenance: Staff
Code: Class. Once the list has opened up right click and select “Copy Grid Contents to Excel”.

Click OK on the dialogue box that opens up.

A new excel spreadsheet will open up. Copy the first two columns (ID number and student name) – do this by
highlighting the columns, right clicking and going to copy.

On the MyRubric spreadsheet click on the first cell in the first column (student no.), right click and choose the
first or third paste option

2) Click the “Populate Student” button to update the names tab to the correct student names.

MASTER SHEET
Fill in the task description up the top of the page.

Fill in your rubric descriptors (copy and paste instructions can be seen on the right for those coping from old
rubrics).

Optional Sheets:
Clicking on the “Master”, “Data Analysis”, “Grade Distributions” or “Comments” buttons will toggle them on and
off of the list of sheets down the bottom. You can use this to save space on the bottom bar.

8.2

Entering assessment data

Once the class information and rubric descriptors have been set up, entering assessment data is relatively
simple. In each column of the Dashboard tab, each student is assigned a numerical count to indicate which level
of the rubric their work has achieved. The spreadsheet will add up the total count. For instance, if a student’s
work is assessed as being at the standard shown below on a task rubric, the numerical values 2 – 2 – 3 – 1 – 1
are entered in the criterion columns of MyRubric, to show that the students reached level 2 for criterion 1, level
2 for criterion 2, level 3 for criterion 3, etc.
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Each student then requires a comment to indicate what areas they have shown improvement in, and what areas
need further attention for future improvement. These should be entered into the ‘Comments’ column in the
Dashboard tab. Alternatively, MyRubric 2.0 can be set up to generate automated comments – see section 8.4
for further details.
Before the rubrics are published as PDFs for each student, you can check that they are complete and accurate
by looking at the individual student tabs. These will provide a preview of what the PDF will look like. This step
should be taken to ensure that all of the information will fit into the relevant cells of the rubric. Looking at a
print preview of these tabs will also ensure that the information fits onto a single page of an A4 PDF document.

8.3

Exporting data to create PDFs

Creating PDFs PC Version:
1) The PDFs will save wherever the MyRubric file is saved. Save it in its own folder in an easy to access location.
2) Push the “WIN Create PDF” button. This will create all the PDFs and save them to the assigned folder.

3) Open the folder where you saved MyRubric and the PDFs will be there.

Creating PDFs MAC Version:
1) Push the “MAC Create PDF” button.

2) The files are saved in a hidden folder, so for quick access to these files you need to create a shortcut in your
documents folder.
To find the files, go to finder, select ‘go’. Hold down the alt option key and the hidden library folder will be
in view. In this folder, select the group containers folder, then the UBF8T346G9.Office folder. You will then
be able to select the PDF folder which will contain all your files.
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3) To create a short cut to these files, you need to create an alias. Right click on the PDF folder and select make
alias. Another folder will be made which you can then drag into the documents folder and rename.

8.4

Creating automated comments

COMMENTS SHEET:
1) For each descriptor, you can write a comment on what a student has achieved/demonstrated if they
successfully get that rubric score.

2) For each descriptor, you can write a comment on what a student can do to improve on their work and work
towards the next level.

3) On the DASHBOARD sheet you then select the criteria you wish to comment on and the rubric will
automatically fill in the comments you have written based on the students rubric count for that criteria
(must have extended view on to see these Auto Comments columns).

8.5

Analysing the data

DATA ANALYSIS SHEET:
1) All the data is assigned into which rubric boxes did each student get correct. Push the “Sort Data” button
and it will sort the data from the highest scoring to the lowest scoring students, as well as the highest scoring
rubric boxes to the lowest scoring.

GRADE DISTRBUTION SHEET:
Change the rubric score in the blue table to reflect the level achieved by the students. For example, ‘how many
boxes in the rubric would achieve a B?’ In the example I gave below, if a student achieved 18 boxes in the rubric
then they would achieve 75% which is a B.

Then paste in your rubric score from the dashboard into the orange table. It is important to use paste special
and select 123.

This will update the adjusted score on the dashboard.

